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Eventually, you will very discover a other experience and attainment by spending more cash. nevertheless when? attain you say you will that you
require to get those all needs subsequent to having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to understand even more as regards the globe, experience, some places, considering history, amusement, and a lot
more?
It is your entirely own mature to feint reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is Gramatica Limbii Romane In Scheme Si Tabele
Gramatica below.

Language Technology for Cultural Heritage - Caroline Sporleder
2011-07-07
The digital age has had a profound effect on our cultural heritage and
the academic research that studies it. Staggering amounts of objects,
many of them of a textual nature, are being digitised to make them more
readily accessible to both experts and laypersons. Besides a vast
potential for more effective and efficient preservation, management, and
presentation, digitisation offers opportunities to work with cultural
heritage data in ways that were never feasible or even imagined. To
explore and exploit these possibilities, an interdisciplinary approach is
needed, bringing together experts from cultural heritage, the social
sciences and humanities on the one hand, and information technology on
the other. Due to a prevalence of textual data in these domains, language
technology has a crucial role to play in this endeavour. Language
technology can break through the "Google barrier" by offering the
potential to analyse texts at advanced levels, extracting information and
knowledge at the level of the humanities or social sciences researcher,
who wants to know about the who, what, where, and when, but also the
how and the why. At the same time cultural heritage data poses
considerable challenges for existing language technology: technology
aimed at "generic" language has to face such disparate problems as
historical language variation, OCR digitisation errors, and near-extinct
academic expertise. This book is primarily intended for researchers in
information technology and language processing who would like to
receive a state-of-the-art overview of the whole breadth of the new and
vibrant field of language technology for cultural heritage and its
associated academic research in the humanities and social sciences.
Researchers working in the target domains of cultural heritage, the
social sciences and humanities will also find this book useful, as it
provides an overview of how language technology can help them with
their information needs. The book covers applications ranging from preprocessing and data cleaning, to the adaptation and compilation of
linguistic resources, to personalisation, narrative analysis, visualisation
and retrieval.
The Cambridge History of the Romance Languages: Volume 1,
Structures - Martin Maiden 2011
This Cambridge history is the definitive guide to the comparative history
of the Romance languages. Volume I is organized around the two key
recurrent themes of persistence (structural inheritance and continuity
from Latin) and innovation (structural change and loss in Romance).
The Mummy! - Mrs. Loudon (Jane) 1828

throughout the world who have concerned themselves down the ages
with the study and description of language. The "Lexicon" contains
articles on more than 1,500 representatives of the world's linguistic
traditions, written by 422 authors from 27 countries. Generally, an
article consists of a biography, an abstract of the linguist's achievements,
including his or her influence, and a two-part bibliography, listing first
his or her writings, then those about him or her. Whenever possible, the
references are complete; where the works are two numerous for them all
to be listed, as is often the case with more recent linguists, only the main
titles appear, with references to already existing bibliographies. The aim
of the "Lexicon" is twofold: namely to provide access to the history of
linguistics through its most important representatives and to combine
the world's diverse linguistic traditions in one book, thus showing what is
individual and is universal in human thought about language.
Fuzzy Boundaries in Discourse Studies - Péter B. Furkó 2019-12-16
This book focuses on the multifarious aspects of ‘fuzzy boundaries’ in the
field of discourse studies, a field that is marked by complex boundary
work and a great degree of fuzziness regarding theoretical frameworks,
methodologies, and the use of linguistic categories. Discourse studies is
characterised by a variety of theoretical frameworks and disciplinary
fields, research methodologies, and lexico-grammatical categories. The
contributions in this book explore some of the nuances and implications
of the fuzzy boundaries in these areas, resulting in a wide-reaching
volume which will be of interest to students and scholars of discourse
studies in fields including sociology, linguistics, international relations,
philosophy, literary criticism and anthropology.
Manual of Deixis in Romance Languages - Konstanze Jungbluth
2015-10-16
Deixis as a field of research has generated increased interest in recent
years. It is crucial for a number of different subdisciplines: pragmatics,
semantics, cognitive and contrastive linguistics, to name just a few. The
subject is of particular interest to experts and students, philosophers,
teachers, philologists, and psychologists interested in the study of their
language or in comparing linguistic structures. The different deictic
structures – not only the items themselves, but also the oppositions
between them – reflect the fact that neither the notions of space, time,
person nor our use of them are identical cross-culturally. This diversity is
not restricted to the difference between languages, but also appears
among related dialects and language varieties. This volume will provide
an overview of the field, focusing on Romance languages, but also
reaching beyond this perspective. Chapters on diachronic developments
(language change), comparisons with other (non-)European languages,
and on interfaces with neighboring fields of interest are also included.
The editors and authors hope that readers, regardless of their familiarity
with Romance languages, will gain new insights into deixis in general,
and into the similarities and differences among deictic structures used in
the languages of the world.
Engleză cu cheie - Lidia Vianu 1992

Cause - Condition - Concession - Contrast - Elizabeth Couper-Kuhlen
2000-01-01
The future of English linguistics as envisaged by the editors of Topics in
English Linguistics lies in empirical studies which integrate work in
English linguistics into general and theoretical linguistics on the one
hand, and comparative linguistics on the other. The TiEL series features
volumes that present interesting new data and analyses, and above all
fresh approaches that contribute to the overall aim of the series, which is
to further outstanding research in English linguistics.
'COME' and 'GO' off the Beaten Grammaticalization Path - Maud
Devos 2014-05-08
This edition brings together some lesser known grammaticalization paths
travelled by ‘come’ and ‘go’ in familiar and less familiar languages. No
single book volume has been dedicated to the topic of grammatical
targets different from tense and aspect so far. This study will increase
our insight in grammaticalization processes in general as they force us to
rethink certain aspects of grammaticalization.
Lexicon Grammaticorum - Harro Stammerjohann 1996
The "Lexicon Grammaticorum" is a comprehensive reference book that
provides information on the lives and work of all scholars and thinkers

Socio-onomastics - Terhi Ainiala 2017-06-09
The volume seeks to establish socio-onomastics as a field of linguistic
inquiry not only within sociolinguistics, but also, and in particular, within
pragmatics. The linguistic study of names has a very long history, but
also a history sometimes fraught with skepticism, and thus often
neglected by linguists in other fields. The volume takes on the challenge
of instituting onomastic study into linguistics and pragmatics by focusing
on recent trends within socio-onomastics, interactional onomastics,
contact onomastics, folk onomastics, and linguistic landscape studies.
The volume is an introduction to these fields – with the introductory
chapter giving an overview of, and an update on, recent onomastic study
– and in addition offers detailed in-depth analyses of place names, person
names, street names and commercial names from different perspectives:
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historically, as well as from the point of view of the impact of
globalization and glocalization. All the chapters focus on the use and
function of names and naming, on changes in name usage, and on the
reasons for, processes in, and results of names in contact.
Evidentials - Lars Johanson 2000-01-01
The series is a platform for contributions of all kinds to this rapidly
developing field. General problems are studied from the perspective of
individual languages, language families, language groups, or language
samples. Conclusions are the result of a deepened study of empirical
data. Special emphasis is given to little-known languages, whose analysis
may shed new light on long-standing problems in general linguistics.
Cross-language Analysis and Second Language Acquisition - Kari
Sajavaara 1983
A collection of 17 papers, most presented at the Fifth International
Conference on Contrastive Projects in June 1982 in Finland, includes:
"Present Trends in Contrastive Linguistics,""Contrastive Linguistics in
Bulgaria,""Communicative Competence in Foreign Language Teaching: A
Project Report,""From Traditional Contrastive Linguistics Towards a
Communicative Approach: Theory and Applications within the FinnishEnglish Cross-Language Project,""Estonian-English Contrastive
Studies,""Report on the English-Hungarian Contrastive Linguistics
Project,""A Plea for Contrastive Psycholinguistics", "Language Variation
and the Death of Language Teaching,""Grammatical Models and
Contrastive Analysis,""Applied Contrastive Linguistics: In Search of a
Framework", "Some Psychological Aspects of Contrastive Pragmatics or,
In Search of a Cognitive Contrastive Analysis of Social Interaction
(CCASI),""A Translation-Based Model of Contrastive
Analysis,""Contrastive Pragmatics and the Foreign Language Learner's
Personality,""Immigrant Children in Germany: Their Grammatical
Ablities in English as a Foreign Language,""Understanding Idioms in
First and Second Language Acquisition: A Preliminary Analysis,""The
Learning of Coventional Syntagms by Finnish Comprehensive School
Pupils," and "On Simplification: Simple and Simplified Language in
Examination Papers." (MSE)
EuroComRom-- the Seven Sieves - William J. McCann 2002-01

the beautiful and historic city of Burgos (Spain), in September 2020. The
11th International Conference on EUropean Transnational Education
(ICEUTE 2020) has been a meeting point for people working on
transnational education within Europe. It has provided a stimulating and
fruitful forum for presenting and discussing the latest works and
advances on transnational education within European countries. After a
thorough peer-review process, the ICEUTE 2020 International Program
Committee selected 44 papers which are published in these conference
proceedings achieving an acceptance rate of 41%. Due to the COVID-19
outbreak, the ICEUTE 2020 edition was blended, combining on-site and
on-line participation. In this relevant edition, a special emphasis was put
on the organization of five special sessions related to relevant topics as
Role of English in Transnational Education and Teacher Training,
Personalization and ICT: a Path to Educational Inclusion, Innovation and
Research Findings in Engineering Higher Education, Practical
Implementations of Novel Initiatives, and Innovation in Computer
Science Higher Education. The selection of papers was extremely
rigorous in order to maintain the high quality of the conference, and we
would like to thank the members of the Program Committees for their
hard work in the reviewing process. This is a crucial process to the
creation of a high standard conference, and the ICEUTE conference
would not exist without their help.
Manual of Standardization in the Romance Languages - Franz
Lebsanft 2020-01-20
Language standardization is an ongoing process based on the notions of
linguistic correctness and models. This manual contains thirty-six
chapters that deal with the theories of linguistic norms and give a
comprehensive up-to-date description and analysis of the standardization
processes in the Romance languages. The first section presents the
essential approaches to the concept of linguistic norm ranging from
antiquity to the present, and includes individual chapters on the notion of
linguistic norms and correctness in classical grammar and rhetoric, in
the Prague School, in the linguistic theory of Eugenio Coseriu, in
sociolinguistics as well as in pragmatics, cognitive and discourse
linguistics. The second section focuses on the application of these
notions with respect to the Romance languages. It examines in detail the
normative grammar and the normative dictionary as the reference tools
for language codification and modernization of those languages that have
a long and well-established written tradition, i.e. Romanian, Italian,
French, Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese. Furthermore, the volume
offers a discussion of the key issues regarding the standardization of the
‘minor’ Romance languages as well as Creoles.
Dialogue in Children - Tatiana Slama-Cazacu 2019-10-08

Time and Modality - Jacqueline Guéron 2008-07-27
Here is a unique work of reference. Not only does it unite studies which
explore the syntax and semantics of tense or modality, but it is the first
book of its kind to embrace the interaction of tense and modality within a
coherent generative model.
Shine, Level 2 - Judy Garton-Sprenger 1999
Atlas of the world's languages in danger of disappearing - Wurm,
Stephen A. 2001-07-17
Close to half of the 6,000 languges spoken in the world are doomed or
likely to disappear in the foreseeable future. The disappearance of any
language is an irreparable loss for the heritage of all humankind. This
new edition of the Atlas, first published in 1996, is intended to give a
graphic picture of the magnitude of the problem and a comprehensive
list of languages in danger.
Terms of Address - Friederike Braun 1988-01-01
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SOCIOLOGY OF LANGUAGE brings to
students, researchers and practitioners in all of the social and languagerelated sciences carefully selected book-length publications dealing with
sociolinguistic theory, methods, findings and applications. It approaches
the study of language in society in its broadest sense, as a truly
international and interdisciplinary field in which various approaches,
theoretical and empirical, supplement and complement each other. The
series invites the attention of linguists, language teachers of all interests,
sociologists, political scientists, anthropologists, historians etc. to the
development of the sociology of language.
The Syntax of Romanian - Carmen Dobrovie-Sorin 1994-01-01
The architecture of the human language faculty has been one of the main
foci of the linguistic research of the last half century. This branch of
linguistics, broadly known as Generative Grammar, is concerned with the
formulation of explanatory formal accounts of linguistic phenomena with
the ulterior goal of gaining insight into the properties of the 'language
organ'. The series comprises high quality monographs and collected
volumes that address such issues. The topics in this series range from
phonology to semantics, from syntax to information structure, from
mathematical linguistics to studies of the lexicon.
The 11th International Conference on EUropean Transnational
Educational (ICEUTE 2020) - Álvaro Herrero 2020-08-15
This book contains accepted papers presented at ICEUTE 2020 held in

The transformational syntax of Romanian - Emanuel Vasiliu
2017-12-04
The lexeme in descriptive and theoretical morphology - Olivier
Bonami
After being dominant during about a century since its invention by
Baudouin de Courtenay at the end of the nineteenth century, morpheme
is more and more replaced by lexeme in contemporary descriptive and
theoretical morphology. The notion of a lexeme is usually associated with
the work of P. H. Matthews (1972, 1974), who characterizes it as a
lexical entity abstracting over individual inflected words. Over the last
three decades, the lexeme has become a cornerstone of much work in
both inflectional morphology and word formation (or, as it is increasingly
been called, lexeme formation). The papers in the present volume take
stock of the descriptive and theoretical usefulness of the lexeme, but also
adress many of the challenges met by classical lexeme-based theories of
morphology.
Power and Literature - Florin Oprescu 2018-08-21
At the core of this book lies the relation between Power (as socio-political
phenomenon) and the novel (as literary discourse). It shows that, in a
society facing the excess of power in its various forms, novelistic fiction
mediates knowledge about societal Power structures and uses specific
strategies to subvert and denounce them. The first part of the study is
theoretical: it presents some of the most prominent theories of Power,
from Plato, Machiavelli, Nietzsche to Weber, Dahl, Lukes, Parsons,
Bourdieu or Foucault. After offering a critical approach to the concepts
of Power defined in the social, political and philosophical fields, it
articulates the relations of Power imprinted in literary discourse within a
typology of four categories. In the second part of the book, this taxonomy
of Power is applied to four key novels in the context of Romanian
"literary crossroads", showing how novelistic fiction not only assume a
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critical and subversive position against the excess of Power, but also
unveils our fragility when experiencing History.
Cohesion, Coherence and Temporal Reference from an
Experimental Corpus Pragmatics Perspective - Cristina Grisot
2018-10-06
This open access book provides new methodological and theoretical
insights into temporal reference and its linguistic expression, from a
cross-linguistic experimental corpus pragmatics approach. Verbal tenses,
in general, and more specifically the categories of tense, grammatical
and lexical aspect are treated as cohesion ties contributing to the
temporal coherence of a discourse, as well as to the cognitive temporal
coherence of the mental representations built in the language
comprehension process. As such, it investigates the phenomenon of
temporal reference at the interface between corpus linguistics,
theoretical linguistics and pragmatics, experimental pragmatics,
psycholinguistics, natural language processing and machine translation.
Complex Adpositions in European Languages - Benjamin Fagard
2020-10-26
While much attention has been devoted to simple nominal relators,
especially prepositions and case markers, complex nominal relators have
not yet been the focus of a systematic and cross-linguistic study. The
chapters of this volume provide not only a working definition of such
constructions, but also a description of complex adpositions and other
complex nominal relators in a variety of European languages, both IndoEuropean and non-Indo-European, including some languages for which
this phenomenon had received little attention, such as Breton and
Albanian. Building on synchronic and diachronic corpus-based
investigations, the authors show commonalities and specificities of these
linguistic items across languages, trying to explain why and how they
emerged. The research presented in this volume confirms the widespread use of complex adpositions in Europe, and the data reviewed in
the final discussion suggests it might be the same in other parts of the
world, as well. This book thus offers not only detailed descriptions of
complex nominal relators in fifteen languages, but also indications of
what to look for in other languages, and how to distinguish between a
syntactically free sequence and a genuine complex nominal relator.
Discourse Markers and Modal Particles - Liesbeth Degand 2013-11-14
Discourse markers and modal particles are fuzzy linguistic categories
that are difficult to describe. The contributions in this volume go beyond
this statement. They discuss the intersection between modal particles
and discourse markers and examine whether or not it is possible to draw
a line between these two types of linguistic expressions. On the basis of
new synchronic and diachronic data, from speech and writing, from
European and Asian languages or cross-linguistically, the authors answer
the question whether discourse markers and modal particles are distinct
categories, whether they form a cline, or whether modal particles are a
subcategory of discourse markers. This common question shows up
throughout all chapters, which makes the book to a coherent whole. By
disentangling the complexity of categorizing multifunctional expressions,
this book also sheds new light on the processes of meaning extension.
The traditional discourse and modal functions are complemented by
interactional and textual ones. A must read for functional linguists.
Applied Social Sciences - Georgeta Raţă 2013-02-14
This book, Applied Social Sciences: Social Work, is a collection of essays
specific to the field of social work. The approach is both holistic
(assessment of social work, burnout, counselling, history of social work,
migration, models of excellence in social work, unemployment,
workaholism) and atomistic (child attachment, children’s rights, coping
strategies and associated work – family conflict, emotional neglect,
monoparental families, physical abuse, positive child disciplining,
psychological abuse, rehabilitation of delinquent minors, social inclusion
of youth, etc). The types of academic readership it will appeal to include:
academic teaching staff, doctors, parents, psychologists, researchers,
social workers, students, and teachers in the field of social work, who
wish to improve personally and professionally. It may also be useful to all
those who interact, one way or another, with the human factor.
Relative Constructions in European Non-Standard Varieties Adriano Murelli 2011-10-27
Cross-linguistic studies on relative constructions in European languages
are often centred on standard varieties as described in reference
grammars. This volume breaks with the tradition in that it investigates
relative constructions in non-standard varieties from a multidisciplinary
perspective and addresses a crucial question: what does Europe's
typological panorama actually look like?
The Horse, the Wheel, and Language - David W. Anthony 2010-08-15

Roughly half the world's population speaks languages derived from a
shared linguistic source known as Proto-Indo-European. But who were
the early speakers of this ancient mother tongue, and how did they
manage to spread it around the globe? Until now their identity has
remained a tantalizing mystery to linguists, archaeologists, and even
Nazis seeking the roots of the Aryan race. The Horse, the Wheel, and
Language lifts the veil that has long shrouded these original IndoEuropean speakers, and reveals how their domestication of horses and
use of the wheel spread language and transformed civilization. Linking
prehistoric archaeological remains with the development of language,
David Anthony identifies the prehistoric peoples of central Eurasia's
steppe grasslands as the original speakers of Proto-Indo-European, and
shows how their innovative use of the ox wagon, horseback riding, and
the warrior's chariot turned the Eurasian steppes into a thriving
transcontinental corridor of communication, commerce, and cultural
exchange. He explains how they spread their traditions and gave rise to
important advances in copper mining, warfare, and patron-client political
institutions, thereby ushering in an era of vibrant social change. Anthony
also describes his fascinating discovery of how the wear from bits on
ancient horse teeth reveals the origins of horseback riding. The Horse,
the Wheel, and Language solves a puzzle that has vexed scholars for two
centuries--the source of the Indo-European languages and English--and
recovers a magnificent and influential civilization from the past.
Encyclopedia of Indo-European Culture - Douglas Q.. Adams 1997
The Encyclopedia of Indo-European Culture is a major new reference
work that provides full, inclusive coverage of the major Indo-European
language stocks, their origins, and the range of the reconstructed ProtoIndo-European language. The Encyclopedia also includes numerous
entries on archaeological cultures having some relationship to the origin
and dispersal of Indo-European groups -- as well as entries on some of
the major issues in Indo-European cultural studies.There are two kinds of
entries in the Encyclopedia of Indo-European Culture: a) those that are
devoted to archaeology, culture, or the various Indo -European
languages; and b) those that are devoted to the reconstruction of ProtoIndo-European words.Entries may be accessed either via the General
Index or the List of Topics: Entries by Category where all individual
reconstructed head-forms can also be found. Reference may also be
made to the Language Indices.In order to make the book as accessible as
possible to the non-specialist, the Editors have provided a list of
Abbreviations and Definitions, which includes a number of definitions of
specialist terms (primarily linguistic) with which readers may not be
acquainted. As the writing systems of many Indo-European groups vary
considerably in terms of phonological representation, there is also
included a list of Phonetic Definitions.With more than 700 entries,
written by specialists from around the world, the Encyclopedia of IndoEuropean Culture has become an essential reference text in this field.
Coordination Relations in the Languages of Europe and Beyond Caterina Mauri 2008-11-03
This book examines the coding of the three coordination relations of
combination, contrast and alternative between states of affairs on the
basis of a 74 language sample, with special focus on the languages
spoken in Europe. It constitutes the first systematic inquiry so far
conducted on the cross-linguistic coding of coordination, as defined in
cognitive and pragmatic terms. This research shows that the 'and-but-or'
coding system which is typical of Central-Western Europe appears to be
extremely rare outside Europe, where a great variation in the coding of
coordination is attested. This cross-linguistic variation, however, is not
random, but is crucially constrained by the interaction of economic
principles with the semantic properties of the individual relations
expressed. A fine-grained functional systematization of coordination is
proposed and described by means of implicational patterns and semantic
maps. This work brings together a broad cross-linguistic perspective and
a detailed semantic analysis, largely based on new and comparable data
collected by means of questionnaires, all accessible in the appendix of
the book. It represents the first systematic attempt towards a unified
typology of coordination relations.
Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing - Ruslan Mitkov
1997-01-01
This volume is based on contributions from the First International
Conference on Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing
(RANLP'95) held in Tzigov Chark, Bulgaria, 14-16 September 1995. This
conference was one of the most important and competitively reviewed
conferences in Natural Language Processing (NLP) for 1995 with
submissions from more than 30 countries. Of the 48 papers presented at
RANLP'95, the best (revised) papers have been selected for this book, in
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backgrounds. Among the issues discussed for each language are the
following: What are the structural properties of the language that have
an impact on the relations between language and gender? What are the
consequences for areas such as agreement, pronominalisation and wordformation? How is specification of and abstraction from (referential)
gender achieved in a language? Is empirical evidence available for the
assumption that masculine/male expressions are interpreted as generics?
Can tendencies of variation and change be observed, and have
alternatives been proposed for a more equal linguistic treatment of
women and men? This volume (and the previous two volumes) will
provide the much-needed basis for explicitly comparative analyses of
gender across languages. All chapters are original contributions and
follow a common general outline developed by the editors. The book
contains rich bibliographical and indexical material.Languages of Volume
2: Chinese, Dutch, Finnish, Hindi, Icelandic, Italian, Norwegian, Spanish,
Vietnamese, Welsh.
Objective Proficiency Workbook with Answers with Audio CD Peter Sunderland 2013-02-28
Objective Proficiency Second edition provides official preparation for the
revised 2013 Cambridge English: Proficiency exam, also known as
Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE). A variety of challenging, lively
topics provide thorough training in exam skills and high-level language
development. Each unit contains three double-page lessons ensuring
flexibility, even pacing and progress. This motivating material is also
suitable for high-level students keen to improve their general English.
The Workbook with answers provides opportunities for further practice
of new language and exam skills either at home or in the classroom. The
CD contains the audio material for the Workbook listening tasks.
Selected Papers from the 2006 Cyprus Syntaxfest - Kleanthes K.
Grohmann 2009-03-26
This volume presents a selection of contributions from the week-long
Cyprus Syntaxfest in 2006, which brought together research in syntax by
several respected and prolific theoretical linguists from all over the
world. During the six days of the Syntaxfest, work from a variety of
viewpoints in modern generative grammar was presented, and the
research discussed and debated followed diverse methodological paths,
with the thematic focus on left peripheries in linguistic structures and
(their) interface interpretation. The current collection of expanded
versions of selected research presented at the Cyprus Syntaxfest reflects
a wide variety of approaches to these topics; it also provides a glimpse of
the rich sample of cross-linguistic data that informed the discussions of
syntactic peripheries and their interface interpretation. It offers eleven
studies on clausal and nominal left-peripheral phenomena and their (role
in) interpretation in a variety of typologically unrelated languages. More
significantly, the contributions collected here underscore the by now
established importance and theoretical interest of studying the edge of
constituents, whether phasal or not. In every chapter, the blueprint of a
general interpretive hierarchy driving and constraining syntax is also
retraced throughout.

the hope that they reflect the most significant and promising trends (and
latest successful results) in NLP. The book is organised thematically and
the contributions are grouped according to the traditional topics found in
NLP: morphology, syntax, grammars, parsing, semantics, discourse,
grammars, generation, machine translation, corpus processing and
multimedia. To help the reader find his/her way, the authors have
prepared an extensive index which contains major terms used in NLP; an
index of authors which lists the names of the authors and the page
numbers of their paper(s); a list of figures; and a list of tables. This book
will be of interest to researchers, lecturers and graduate students
interested in Natural Language Processing and more specifically to those
who work in Computational Linguistics, Corpus Linguistics and Machine
Translation.
Balkan Syntax and (Universal) Principles of Grammar - Iliyana Krapova
2018-11-19
This book investigates morpho-syntactic convergences that characterize
the languages of the Balkan Sprachbund: Balkan Slavic, Greek,
Romanian, Albanian, Balkan Romani. Apart from new data, the volume
features contributions within different theoretical frameworks (contact
linguistics, functional linguistics, typology, areal linguistics, and
generative grammar).
Discourse Configurational Languages - Katalin É Kiss 1995
Comprising eleven studies on languages with designated structural topic
and focus positions, this volume includes an introduction surveying the
empirical and theoretical problems involved in the description of this
language type. Focusing on languages outside the traditional IndoEuropean group, the essays look at Chadic, Somali, Basque, Catalan, Old
Romance, Greek, Hungarian, Finnish, Korean, and Quechua. The papers
provide interesting new empirical data, as well as a variety of means and
alternatives of representing them structurally. At the same time, they
address important theoretical questions in the framework of generative
theory. This is the first study to apply methods of comparative syntax to
the study of topic and focus.
Words and Sounds - Nigel Holmes 2020-01-20
These volumes assemble contributions presented at the XIX International
Colloquium on Latin Linguistics in Munich (2017). They embrace
essential topics of Latin linguistics with different theoretical and
methodological approaches: The volumes contain chapters on Latin
lexicography, etymology, morphology, phonology, Greek-Latin language
contact, Latin syntax, semantics, and discourse-pragmatics.
The economy of diphthongization in early romance - Luigi Romeo
2017-12-04
Gender Across Languages - Marlis Hellinger 2002-04-10
This is the second of a three-volume comprehensive reference work on
“Gender across Languages”, which provides systematic descriptions of
various categories of gender (grammatical, lexical, referential, social) in
30 languages of diverse genetic, typological and socio-cultural
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